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Abstract: Face authentication is an important biometric authentication method
commonly used in security applications. It is vulnerable to different types of
attacks that use authorized users’ facial images and videos captured from social
media to perform spoofing attacks and dynamic movements for penetrating secur-
ity applications. This paper presents an innovative challenge-response emotions
authentication model based on the horizontal ensemble technique. The proposed
model provides high accurate face authentication process by challenging the
authorized user using a random sequence of emotions to provide a specific
response for every authentication trial with a different sequence of emotions.
The proposed model is applied to the KDEF dataset using 10-fold cross-valida-
tions. Several improvements are made to the proposed model. First, the
VGG16 model is applied to the seven common emotions. Second, the system
usability is enhanced by analyzing and selecting only the four common and
easy-to-use emotions. Third, the horizontal ensemble technique is applied to
enhance the emotion recognition accuracy and minimize the error during authen-
tication processes. Finally, the Horizontal Ensemble Best N-Losses (HEBNL) is
applied using challenge-response emotion to improve the authentication effi-
ciency and minimize the computational power. The successive improvements
implemented on the proposed model led to an improvement in the accuracy from
92.1% to 99.27%.

Keywords: Face authentication; challenge-response authentication; transfer
learning and horizontal ensemble technique

1 Introduction

Recently, mobile devices and applications are used for accessing confidential files, bank accounts, and
business applications. Due to the importance of mobile applications in daily use, authentication mechanisms
are considered crucial in verifying users. Traditional authentication systems in mobile applications are
considered weak as the attacker can access confidential information by unlocking the secret patterns or
using authorized users’ images or videos. Biometric Authentication Systems (BAS) are suggested to solve
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the problems of traditional authentication methods. It utilizes the username/password, secret key or token,
and one or more biometric features of the authorized users that strongly distinguish persons from each
other. Nowadays, BAS is the most common authentication method for mobile user authentication [1].
These biometric features may be a person’s face [2], voice [3], iris [4], and fingerprint [5], while the face
and fingerprint are the most involved features in mobile user authentication. These features are not
enough for authenticating the user as it is considered a single model that uses only one biometric feature.
Although BAS makes the authentication process more robust, it still has significant challenges due to the
easiness of reproducing the same biometric feature of humans, such as spoofing attacks using available
images and videos of the user on social media or fake pictures and videos using recent technologies [1].
As presented in [6], a multi-model mechanism for user authentication using lip analysis, while the authors
of [7] provided a mechanism for facial expression recognition. Multi-model BASs outperforms the single
model BAS as they can increase the system’s strength and accuracy subjected to hacking and
vulnerabilities [1]. Attackers can use any video or facial movements containing the user’s face to gain
access to the application. These attacks can be prevented by applying a challenge-response authentication
that verifies the user with high accuracy and robustness. Another implementation of the challenge-
response authentication was proposed in [6], where a multi-model based on a silent password recognition
framework for lip analysis is proposed. It identifies the user by detecting his face and extracting the silent
password from the input video to provide the same level of security by adding challenge-response to it.
Facial expression recognition (FER) has attracted the attention of many researchers in recent years to
improve FER accuracy. Facial expressions can be used in many applications such as acting based on
emotions, capturing images by smiling or receiving customer feedback during shopping [6], patients’
reactions [7], and other applications that benefit from recognizing the user’s emotions.

Different research methodologies are applied for improving the recognition of facial expressions. As
presented in [8], the authors proposed an automatic FER system of three stages. First, the face is
localized using the Voila-Jones algorithm. Second, the face features are extracted using Gabor filters; in
the third stage, the facial expressions are classified using a three-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
The proposed system gives a suitable increase in classification accuracy compared with some other
methods. The authors of [9] applied Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify facial expressions based
on HOG feature extraction of facial images. The proposed methods are tested using both JAFFFE and
KDEF datasets. The obtained results provide a surprise increase in the recognition rates. As shown in
[10], the FER model is presented based on a region-based convolution fusion network. They have applied
a BAS based on a muscle movement model to extract the basic crucial face regions (eye, forehead,
mouth). A neural network is used to extract region features, and the combination of these features is used
to classify the FER. The proposed system is characterized by its adaptability to variant samples of frontal
faces. As presented in [11], a static image-based classification method is proposed using deep learning
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) for FER classification. In [12], an Auxiliary Classifier Generative
Adversarial Network (AC-GAN) is presented to recognize ten facial expressions. The proposed system
uses U-net as a generator and capsule-Nets as a discriminator.

All the previous researchers have applied their proposed models to frontal image faces. The authors of
[13] proposed a GAN for multi-view FER. They train the model on a frontal face then the GAN is applied to
synthesis faces with different deflections. Finally, CNN is used to fuse the synthesis images and the deflected
images, which is considered a multi-view FER solution. Facial Expression can present a lot in the trust of
security systems because it preserves a lot of information about facial components and their spatial
relations [14], which is difficult to be spoofed by attackers and make security systems more trusted based
on this feature. Although many researchers have studied the FER subject, they have not investigated the
point of applying FER in authentication systems. In [15], a hybrid BAS is presented that verifies the
person based on one facial expression recorded earlier for the user in a database. The selected feature
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plays the role of a password to distinguish a user if he is a real user or fraudulent. In [16], the authors
proposed an authentication model to combine people’s physiological and behavior stamps. The proposed
model applies face recognition and FER to legitimate users. In [17], the authors presented a secure login
system based on FER.

In this paper, an innovative challenge-response emotion authentication technique is proposed to
authenticate users based on a random sequence of emotions that can verify whether the user is authorized
or not. An enhanced authentication model based on the horizontal ensemble technique is used to
recognize users independently. Different experiments are applied to improve the model’s accuracy and
increase its robustness and efficiency. A novel mechanism is applied using Horizontal Ensemble Best N-
Losses (HEBNL) on four common and easy-to-express emotions to improve authentication efficiency
using challenge-response emotion and minimize the runtime computational power required.

As a result, impersonal and spoofing attacks can be prevented due to the randomization of emotion
sequences. The contribution of the paper is as follows:

i) A challenge-response BAS based on verifying a random sequence of user emotions during the
authentication process is proposed to authenticate authorized users with high efficiency and
accuracy.

ii) Tune the pre-trained VGG16 model on the seven primary user emotions to select the best re-
trained points for detecting emotions with high accuracy.

iii) Enhance the authentication usability by selecting the four most common and easy-to-express
emotions selected by the end-users via survey.

iv) Improve the accuracy of the selected four common emotion recognition and minimize recognition
error by applying the traditional horizontal ensemble technique.

v) Provide a novel Horizontal Ensemble Best N-Losses (HEBNL) algorithm for improving the
accuracy of authentication using challenge-response emotion.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presented a literature review about
commonly used BASs. Section 3 describes the methodology of the paper that contains transfer learning,
the Horizontal Ensemble Technique, and the proposed Horizontal Ensemble Authentication framework.
Section 4 provides the experiments on the proposed model. Discussion of the proposed experimental
results is provided in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion and future works are presented in Section 6.

2 Literature Review

BAS depends on various technologies to identify the user by exploiting their unique, measurable
physiological and behavioral features. Traditional BAS are subjected to attacks using biometric tools such
as photo attacks, video attacks, masks, lenses, or fingerprint images. In [18], the author presented a
multimodal BAS that uses both Electroencephalography (EEG) and gait signals to overcome the attacks
of BAS. The proposed system consists of an invalid ID filter model and an attention-based identification
model using RNN. The proposed system is achieving a false acceptance rate (FAR) and a false rejection
rate (FRR) of 0% and 1.0% respectively. Although this model provides good performance, it has a
problem that the user must have wearable inertial measurement units (IMU) and EEG headset which
requires large-scale deployment in practice.

The author of [19] presented a BAS based on the eye movement of the user to extract reliable biometric
features in a low time. The proposed system can prevent replay attacks and have a good performance related
to other systems. It achieves equal error rates and significantly lower authentication times (5 s). It was able to
detect the replay of the recorded eye with a probability of 99.94. In [20], the author proposes a multimodal
BAS model to improve the security of facial recognition systems. It can detect both photo-attack and video
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attacks using challenge-response based on both user speech and user mouth move during the speaking of
random words. The proposed model analyzes both the recognized speech and the mouth motion traits
during the speaking and applies it as input to supervised machine learning to check if the challenged user
is authenticated or not. In [21], the author presented a biometric Challenge-Response Authentication
(CRA) model based on the user’s hand movement while writing a specific word in the air. A hardware
device such as a leap motion controller is required to capture the user’s hand movement and extract his
right style. If the user success to pass the challenge the system authenticates the user. In [22], the authors
propose a novel BAS based on electrical muscle forearm muscles stimulation of a user. The proposed
model measures the user’s involuntary finger movements as a response to the challenge. The proposed
model ensures that the challenge is never requested twice.

In [23], the authors presented a multi-modal BAS resilient to presentation attacks. The proposed model
provided a solution for both liveliness detection and hybrid deep feature-based recognition. It involves the
face and iris biometrics with a challenge in form of arbitrary emotion invoking images at a random position
on the screen. In [24], the authors proposed a behavioral BAS based on how the user holds the phone and
how it moves his finger when he writes or signs on the touchscreen. It analyses the number of points pressed
on the touch screen and pressing strength. It achieves a 95% true acceptance rate and a 3.1% false acceptance
rate on a dataset of 30 samples. In [25], the authors develop a BAS based on analyzing the micro-movement
of both eyes to identify the user view. The model is learned on a dataset of 150 participants. It also achieves
lower error rates compared to other researchers at this time. The authors of [26] presented two BAS
techniques for face anti-spoofing that detect both eye movement and liveness. The authors of [27] offered
a challenge-response BAS approach that records a user’s gaze in reaction to a moving stimulus. To
identify spoofing attacks, it extracts the center of the user’s eyes and computes landmark features to
determine whether the gaze corresponds with the challenging trajectory. A database of 70 people is used
to train the suggested model. The authors of [28] described a BAS that uses pupillary movements to
match it with a moving visual challenge to capture some pupillary motion. In [29], the authors developed
a deep CNN that analyzes eye-tracking signals and verifies the identity of the viewer. By analyzing both
the randomized stimulus and the ocular reaction to this stimulus, the method detects replay attempts with
far lower mistake rates than previous studies. The authors of [30] described Y-eyes, a challenge-response
BAS that uses lightweight machine learning approaches to construct numerous screen picture patterns as
a challenge and detect relevant corneal specular reflection responses from human eyes. In [31], the
authors presented a BAS based on detecting the most frequently used region in five-and ten-second data
of mouse movements. The authors of [32] proposed a BAS that employs facial recognition as well as the
unique gestures of that particular face when pronouncing a password.

The previously presented research studies in detail more figures on exploiting human biometric features
in the authentication process. Biometric authentication is applied by performing a match between the user’s
biometric features and the stored features of the user in the database. Therefore, biometric authentication is
considered a solid method for authenticating users to determine whether they are authorized or not but, it has
some subtle issues. One of the problems of the previously implemented BAS’s is that it requires hardware
that must be installed and configured for reading user features. In addition, the sensitivity level of the
user feature samples must be applied to determine the matching degree between the physical user features
and the recorded features. This degree of sensitivity may vary from one feature to another. Another major
concern is that the biometric authentication method is based on the presented image during the
authentication process. This method can be breached by a forged image. Therefore, different solution
requirements must be applied to increase the accuracy of the authentication process. This paper presents
an innovative challenge-response emotions authentication model based on the horizontal ensemble
technique for providing a highly accurate face authentication process by challenging the authorized user
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using a random sequence of emotions. This model can provide a specific response for every authentication
trial with a different sequence of emotions.

3 Methodology

3.1 Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is a flexible method of machine learning that uses a pre-trained models based on the
preprocessing of feature extraction and then integrates the trained models into new models for solving
problems. Based on the learning experience of the solved problem, new related problems can be adapted
and applied for solving. Traditional machine learning algorithms are used to predict unknown data based
on the learned patterns of the training datasets. In contrast, transfer learning starts from the learned
patterns of other related tasks or problems for solving a specified problem. The conducted experimental
results can be incentivized to solve major machine learning problems by applying transfer learning. In
machine learning, the models can take months to train, so the best-recommended method is to solve a
specified problem based on pre-trained models for decreasing the neural network model’s training time,
leading to a low generalization error. ImageNet is considered one of the publicly available computer
vision models used for detecting generic features from images. The ImageNet is trained for more than
1 million images for 1000 categories or classes. The implementation of transfer learning models is based
on three main parts. (i) The convolutional layers closer to the input layer represent the low-level features
such as lines. (ii) The middle layer learns complex features to combine the low-level features extracted
from the input layers, such as corners and simple shapes. (iii) The output layer that interprets the
extracted features in the context of a classification task. The model output is used as an input to a new
classifier model. The pre-trained model is integrated into a new neural network model where the trained
or non-trained layers can be controlled. The non-trained layers are considered frozen layers where the
weights of the pre-trained models will not be updated to a newly trained model. To use deep learning
algorithms for predicting tasks and problems on labeled images, there must be massive amounts of
datasets to train parameters in the neural network to verify and apply the labeled dataset [33]. The key
issue in using transfer learning is that it is highly recommended with deep learning algorithms where it
can be applied to a small/medium dataset size while maintaining the accuracy and performance of the
conducted results high [34]. Applying transfer learning with deep learning algorithms in authentication,
especially in face recognition is considered one of the recently applied mechanisms in security
applications. As presented in [35], a face recognition framework using transfer learning is presented for
training data in detecting and recognizing face patterns based on a labeled dataset of 1000 images. The
results achieved high accuracy due to the training of data using transfer learning.

Different researches are conducted for increasing image classification accuracy that can enhance the
learning of images and features. As proposed in [36], a CNN is applied to analyze images with fewer
layers and high efficiency. A framework is used to reduce the training time of images and improves the
model performance for detecting images. As presented in [37], a deep learning model is applied for
improving low-level image features. The main goal is to extract input images with spatial features that
can solve the edit propagation problem. As shown in [38], another deep neural network is applied that
increases the classification accuracy of images where mobile net models are used as dense blocks. A
network structure is generated to create a large number of image features with low convolution cores.

3.2 System Model

3.2.1 Mathematical Presentation
Previous biometric authentication methods suffer from different subtle issues that can affect the

performance and accuracy of the authentication process such as the need for special hardware for
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verifying users and the need for special software that must store user features in a secured database server. In
addition, there is a sensitivity degree between the authenticated user and the recorded user features. This
degree of sensitivity may vary from one feature to another. Another major concern is that the biometric
authentication method is based on the presented image during the authentication process. In this paper, an
authentication model is applied for verifying a random sequence of user emotions using transfer learning
of emotion classes.

Given a specific problem domain D that contains the features f and the probability distribution PðFÞ;
where F ¼ ff1; f2;; . . . ; fng 2 f . For a given problem domain D ¼ ff ; PðFÞg, the emotion classes
consist of label space ls and the prediction function Pf : f ! ls, where the prediction function Pf is
used to predict the corresponding label of the emotion features Pf ðf Þ. This process or task is known as
T ¼ fls; Pf ðf Þg is used in transfer learning of the pairs ffi; lsig where fi 2 F and lsi 2 ls. Two major
issues must be identified in transfer learning to enhance the learning mechanism. These issues are source
domain DS and target domain DT while the learning task in both source and target domains should not be
equal such that DS 6¼ DT or TS 6¼ TT where TS is the task in the source domain of the problem and TT
is the task in the target domain of the proposed solution. Transfer learning is considered a primary part of
our proposed model for training the image dataset to classify user emotions. In transfer learning, only one
model is trained using machine learning, and then it is used as a guide for future related problems.

3.2.2 Horizontal Ensemble Technique
The training of a neural network on a small or medium dataset always has the issue of there being no

guarantee that the final training model will be generalized to the validation dataset. The reason for this
issue is that when the training curve starts overfitting before the end of training epochs, the curve tends to
zeros in case of loss in the measurement of the problem, and the validation curve starts to oscillate in
most of the training processes. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the final model is the best-generalized
model on the validation data. The horizontal ensemble technique (HET) [39] is proposed to solve this
issue through the ensemble of the last N models generated in the training epochs and the average
predictions of the probability of each label. This mechanism will be able to generalize and improve the
validation accuracy. In this paper, the horizontal ensemble technique (HET) is modified to apply the
selection of the N best models during the training epochs.

3.2.3 Proposed Horizontal Ensemble Authentication Framework
The proposed model in this paper presents an innovative idea for providing a challenge-response

methodology for authenticating users with high efficiency and accuracy. It can recognize the user
emotions independently with no need to store the authorized user emotions in the database. The face
authentication process is enhanced by involving the challenge-response of four random emotions to verify
whether they are authentic. Fig. 1 presented a schematic diagram for the proposed model. It works as the
following:

i) The classifier layer of the pre-trained VGG16 model on the ImageNet dataset that contains
1000 classes is replaced by 7-emotion classes only and re-trained for the emotion classification
problem.

ii) The new model is tuned for selecting the number of the re-trained layers from the VGG16 model.
iii) The model is retrained to classify the best easy-to-use 4-emotions classes that can be more

expressive by the user during the authentication process.
iv) The horizontal ensemble technique is applied to the 4-emotion model to provide final predictions.
v) The enhanced horizontal ensemble technique is applied to measure the best N losses during the

training process of validation data.
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4 Results

The evaluation strategy on the results is applied using 10-fold cross-validations without elaboration.
More elaboration will be added for the 10-fold cross-validations. The 10-fold cross-validation strategy
divides the data into 10 parts, and then builds the model using the first 9 parts and uses the last part (hold
out) to test the model. The process is repeated 10 times and each time different 9 parts are selected for
training and test using the holdout part. This means that all samples are given the opportunity to be
included in the holdout part one time as a test and used to train the model 9 times. The cross-validation
splitting was modified to consider the data stratified on the target emotions. After repeating the process
10 times the results of the 10-fold calculation represent the model performance. The experimental results
are conducted on four subsequent experiments for classifying emotions during authentication based on
different transfer learning and deep learning methods as follows:

4.1 First Experiment

The VGG16 model is loaded without its classifier layer. Then a flatten layer is added after the last
pooling layer. A new classifier model is applied with a fully connected dense layer where the output layer
will be able to predict the 7-emotion classes of our proposed model. The 7-emotion classes are happy,
surprise, sad, disgust, angry, fear, and natural emotions. The VGG16 model is used to train the new
layers without updating their weights so that the new output layers will be able to learn and predict the
learned features. As a result, there will be an ability to select which layers can be trainable for the new
model. The main objective of this experiment is to modify the VGG16 model to classify the 7-available
emotions and to tune the features extraction layers. This modification can help select which layers to be
retrained again on the emotions dataset. In the first experiment, the pre-trained VGG16 on ImageNet

Figure 1: Challenge-response authentication framework
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dataset with 1000 classes is used as a baseline for transfer learning after replacing the last layer (i.e.,
classification layer) of VGG16 that contains 1000 classes with 7-emotion classes on the dense layer as
shown in the following equation:

VGG161000 hL0; L1; L2; . . . ; Ln½c ¼ 1000�i !
Modified Neural Network ! VGG167 hL0; L1; L2; . . . ; Ln½c ¼ 7�i (1)

where: L is the VGG16 layer, n is the layer’s index, and c is the number of output classes.

As shown in Fig. 2, the modified VGG167 was retrained many times to select the best-retrained points. The
retrained point of the network is considered the index of the layer that separates the trainable and non-trainable
(freezing) layers. This point starts from the last layer (classification layer index 21) and moves backward until
there are no improvements in the classification accuracy of the result. The best-retrained point is the point that
achieved the best classification accuracy. The algorithm for selecting the best-retrained point is shown below:

Algorithm 1: VGG16 Tuning for 7 Classes

1 ret_point = n ( the last layer of the network)

2 net_freez = freez_layers → VGG167 [L0 : L ret_point]

3 net_train = train_layers → VGG167 [Lret_point : Ln]

4 SET net = net_freez + net_train

5 nettr = training (net, cross_validation)

6 SET accuracy = evaluate (nettr, cross_validation)

7 while accuracy > 50% Do

8 If accuracy > best_ accuracy then

9 best_ accuracy = accuracy

10 best_ret_point = ret_point

11 ret_point = ret_point-1

12 Go to step 2

The tuning algorithm is started by initializing the retraining point (ret_point) with the last layer index n.
This point marks the VGG16 layers into two types: net freeze and net training. The net_freez is applied by
freezing the layers from L0 to Lret_point, while the net_train is applied by marking the trainable layers from
Lret_point to Ln. The network training is started using the cross-validation mechanism, and then the
average accuracy is measured from the net training. The tuning process will not be repeated until the
average accuracy drops below 50% (50% is below the random guessing). The tuning process is repeated
by moving the retrained point (ret_point) one-step backward until the loop is finished. The repetition
process will record the best-achieved average accuracy and the best-retrained point (best_ret_point).

As presented in Fig. 2, the fine-tuning process of VGG16 is retrained starting from the last layer, namely
layer index 21 (Dense 1000), for training the 7-emotion classes, and the accuracy of the corresponding layer
is measured. A sequential, cumulative process is performed to determine the VGG16 best layer accuracy to
train the last n layers. As shown in Fig. 3, the best accuracy is found at the retrained point of layer index 15
(Block5_Conv1) with an accuracy of 92.1%, while the retrained point at layer index 13 (Block4_Conv3)
achieved 91.6%. The retraining process is continued to layer 12 (Block4_Conv2), where the accuracy
drops below 50%. Therefore, the experiments are stopped. The average accuracy retrained of point 15 is
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distributed on the 7-emotion classes for measuring the best accuracy of each detected emotion where
“Happy”, “Normal”, “Fear”, “Surprise”, “Sad”, “Disgust”, and “Angry” emotions recorded 98.2%,
96.6%, 94.4%, 93.1%, 91.1%, 90.8%, and 90.4% respectively.

Figure 2: Retraining process of the modified VGG16
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4.2 Second Experiment

The objective of this experiment is to select the best easy-to-express emotions by the user in the
authentication process and improve the recognition accuracy. As stated in the previous experiment, the
highest recorded accuracy is 92.1% at the best-retrained point layer of index 15. This accuracy is
relatively low when deploying this model for the authentication process, where the average percentage of
misuse of the model is 7.9%. The obtained result is an indication of the potential breaches that could take
place in the security measures. In addition, the 7-emotions are not common and are not easy to express
during the authentication process in a short time by the user. A survey was executed on 85 users to select
the best 4-emotions that are common and easy to express quickly from the overall 7-emotions to increase
the authentication efficiency of user emotions. The survey objective concentrates on how the users can
express their emotions easier in a short time. The survey is processed by selecting the best three emotions
from 6 emotions. The “Normal” emotion as normal emotion is the most common and easy, so it is not
included in the survey. The results showed that the best expressive emotions are “Happy”, “Angry”, and
“Surprise”, with 90.6%, 62.4%, and 51.8% percentage of votes, respectively. The last layer (i.e.,
classification layer) of VGG167 that classifies the 7-emotions classes is replaced by four selected
emotions, as shown in the following equation.

VGG167 hL0; L1; . . . ; Ln½c ¼ 7�i ! Modified Network ! VGG164 hL0; L1; ; . . . ; Ln½c ¼ 4�i (2)

By utilizing what we achieved in the previous experiments, the modified Neural Network VGG164 will
be retrained using the best-retrained point at layer index 15. The experimental results achieved an average
accuracy of 98.7% for recognition of the 4-emotions classes, where the “Happy” emotion achieved 100%
accuracy, and the “Surprise” emotion achieved 99.6%. The “Natural” and “Angry” emotions achieved
97.5% and 97.8%, respectively.

4.3 Third Experiment

This experiment involves the horizontal ensemble technique (HET) [39] to improve the authentication
reliability using challenge-response emotion, improve the emotion recognition accuracy, and minimize the
error during the authentication process. The average accuracy for detecting 4-emotions is 98.7%. In this

Figure 3: Base model layer accuracy
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experiment, the authentication accuracy for emotions is improved using the horizontal ensemble technique
for the deep learning model. The horizontal ensemble technique proposes an ensemble of a last number of
models during the training of the deep learning model to produce the final predictions of the model.

As presented in Tab. 1, the horizontal ensemble technique involved an ensemble of the last n models
during the training process. This experiment turned the N models and tried to ensemble the last 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, and 7 models to evaluate the average recognition accuracy of the 4-emotions classes. Applying the last
2-models result in an average accuracy of 98.51% for detecting the emotion classes. The experiments are
continued for the next ensemble models until the average accuracy reached 98.9% by using the last 7-
models. In this model, the “Happy” emotion achieved 99.63%, while the “Surprise” emotion achieved
99.60%. The “Normal” and “Angry” emotions achieved 98.54% and 97.82%, respectively.

4.4 Fourth Experiment

This experiment aims to improve the efficiency of authentication using challenge-response emotion and
minimize the computational power required at runtime to deploy the proposed authentication solution on
limited resources devices such as IoT and mobile devices. A modified horizontal ensemble technique
called Horizontal Ensemble Best N-Loss technique is applied in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Horizontal Ensemble Best N-Loss (HEBNL)

1 N = 2 ( number of ensemble models)

2 SET best_N = 2 ( best ensemble models)

3 best_accuracy = 0

4 epoch = 50

5 models = []

6 loss = []

7 For e = 1 to epoch Loop

8 models[e] = train ( VGG164, train_data)

9 loss[e] = evaluate (models[e], validation_data)

10 best_models = rank_and_select(models, loss, N)

11 For m= 1 to N Loop

12 m_prediction[m] = best_models[m].predict(X_test_data)

Table 1: Horizontal ensemble process of 4-emotions

No. of ensemble
models

Average
accuracy

Happy emotion
accuracy

Surprise emotion
accuracy

Normal emotion
accuracy

Angry emotion
accuracy

Last 2 98.51% 99.66% 99.60% 97.74% 97.04%

Last 3 98.15% 98.49% 99.29% 97.76% 97.07%

Last 4 98.72% 98.57% 98.89% 98.97% 98.46%

Last 5 98.53% 99.26% 99.29% 97.74% 97.82%

Last 6 98.33% 99.20% 98.94% 97.05% 98.12%

Last 7 98.90% 99.63% 99.60% 98.54% 97.82%

(Continued)
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13 test_prediction = average (m_prediction[1:N])

14 accuracy = evaluate (target_test_data , test_prediction )

15 If accuracy > best_accuracy then

16 best_accuracy = accuracy

17 Best_N = N

18 N = N + 1

19 Go to step 4

The results in this experiment are conducted on Intel ® Core i9 @ 2.81 GHz and 32.0 GB RAM. The
average time required for prediction of one emotion is 24 ms in case using one model while it takes 26, 28,
30, 32, 34, and 36 ms when ensemble 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 models. As shown in the time analysis the consumed
time & computational power of experiment 4 is better than experiment 3 by 2 ms. The algorithm started by
initializing the number of ensemble models (N = 2). Two arrays are defined during the experiment. The first
array is used to store the generated models during the training process, while the second array is used to store
the archived loss in each epoch. The training epoch is executed one by one for training the VGG164 on the
training data (train_data) and storing the generated model and its corresponding losses. The developed
models are ranked using the related losses and the best N losses based on the lowest. The best-selected
models are evaluated on the testing data by measuring the average value of the test prediction from each
model and then comparing it with the actual target of the test data (target_test_data) to calculate the
average accuracy of the selected N best models. This process is repeated until the best accuracy is
improved. At this point, the experiments are stopped, and the average accuracy is measured for the best
N losses. The modified technique ensembles the N models that give the best losses during the training
process on the validation data. In this experiment, the N models are tuned for the models from 2 to 7 to
achieve the best losses on validation data. As explained in Fig. 4, the best five ensemble models are
selected during the training process. The objective is to tune the N models to achieve the best average
recognition accuracy of emotions. As explained, five models are detected that represent the lowest losses
in the training models.

Figure 4: Horizontal ensemble best N losses

Algorithm 2: (continued)
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The results of tuning the horizontal ensemble Best N Losses technique are presented in Fig. 5, where the
best number of ensemble models is five. The five models achieved the highest accuracy with minimum N
losses of 99.27%, while model 6 achieved a close accuracy of 99.26%. Models 7 and 2 achieved 99.09%
and 99.08% accuracy, respectively, while models 3 and 4 achieved 98.91% and 98.17%, respectively.

5 Discussion

As presented in Tab. 2, the Horizontal Ensemble Best N-Loss technique achieved the best average
accuracy of 99.27% on five models with a minimum standard deviation of 0.009, while the average
accuracy on two models achieved 99.08% with a standard deviation of 0.013.

Figure 5: Accuracy of enhanced horizontal ensemble models

Table 2: Horizontal ensemble best N-loss of 4-emotions

N-Best ensemble
models

Average
accuracy

Standard
deviation

Angry
accuracy

Happy
accuracy

Normal
accuracy

Surprise
accuracy

2 99.08% 0.013 98.88% 99.60% 98.57% 99.29%

3 98.91% 0.018 98.06% 99.66% 98.23% 99.63%

4 98.17% 0.015 97.71% 98.54% 97.76% 98.59%

5 99.27% 0.009 98.88% 99.60% 99.28% 99.31%

6 99.26% 0.010 98.91% 99.23% 99.31% 99.60%

7 99.09% 0.018 98.06% 99.66% 98.57% 100.00%
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As presented in Tab. 3, a comprehensive analysis of different classifiers for emotion detection is
proposed. These classifiers are applied to the KDEF dataset using 10-fold cross-validations. A different
sequence of user emotions is deployed on the classifiers to evaluate the accuracy of detecting the user
emotion. The table shows that each detected user emotion achieved different accuracy according to the
classifier type and emotional expressiveness. The obtained results showed the highest accuracy of the
conducted experiments, especially the proposed HEBNL that recorded an accuracy of 99.27%.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, an innovative challenge-response emotions authentication model based on the horizontal
ensemble technique is proposed and applied to authenticate a user based on a random sequence of emotions
with high efficiency and accuracy. The applied model depends mainly on challenging the authorized user
using a random sequence of emotions to provide a user response for every authentication trial with a
different sequence of emotions. Many improvements are applied to the system to get the best accuracy
and performance. First, the VGG16 is applied to seven user emotions to tune the best re-train point to
enhance the measure of overall detection accuracy. Second, the VGG16 is applied to four common and

Table 3: Comparative analysis of recent emotion classifiers

Ref Classifier Data
set

Surprise
%

Angry
%

Fear
%

Disgust
%

Happy
%

Normal
%

Sad
%

Average
accuracy

[40] Virtual variation
training

KDEF 92.86 73.57 52.14 81.43 95.71 NA 72.14 77.98

[41] CNN + SVM KDEF 100 95.24 90.48 95.24 97.62 100 95.24 96.26

[42] POEM KDEF 81.7 59.2 50.0 79.2 97.5 97.5 50.0 73.6

[9] HOG + SVM KDEF 97.62 83.0 52.38 76.19 96.0 NA 62.0 NA

[43] Transfer leaning
using deep CNN

KDEF NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 98.78

[44] FER-net
convolution neural
network.

KDEF 94 100 37 76 100 84 71 83.0

[45] LA-Net
lightweight
attention CNN

KDEF NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 93

[46] ShuffleNet +
node_163 + SVM

KDEF NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 87.8

[47] Pre-trained VGG-
Face

KDEF 77.14 72.14 80.71 90.00 99.29 91.43 91.43 83.98

Random patches KDEF 80.71 60.71 74.29 94.29 100.00 95.00 84.29 84.18

Triplet loss KDEF 85.00 70.71 72.86 91.43 97.14 93.57 68.57 82.76

Paper
results

VGG167 KDEF 93.1 90.4 94.4 90.8 98.2 96.7 91.1 92.1

VGG164 KDEF 99.6 97.8 NA NA 100 97.5 NA 98.7

HET KDEF 99.6 97.82 NA NA 99.63 98.54 NA 98.9

HEBNL KDEF 99.31 98.88 NA NA 99.60 99.28 NA 99.27
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expressive emotions from the seven emotions. These emotions are selected based on a survey of different
users to choose the most common emotions that are easy and can be expressed in a short time. Third, a
horizontal ensemble technique (HET) is applied to minimize recognition error and enhance emotion
detection accuracy. Finally, a novel Horizontal Ensemble Best N-Losses (HEBNL) mechanism is applied
to improve the efficiency of user authentication during the challenge-response process. The proposed
HEBNL achieved an accuracy face of 99.27% which is considered the highest accuracy compared to
other emotion detection classifiers. The proposed method has a limitation regarding the user response to
the challenge emotion sequence. Two procedures will be applied where the user account will be locked or
a different authentication technique will be proposed to the user such as a PIN code or password that is
not recommended as it reduces the security performance. In feature work, the research can be extended to
use different challenge-response techniques such as eye blinking or lip movement. These techniques can
be added as a high-level challenge-response so the user is challenged by either emotion, eye blanking, or
lip movement. Another future work is to use these techniques cascaded one after another. Therefore, if
the user failed to authenticate using one technique, the next technique will be applied.
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